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because it is loaded into memory at system startup, the license file remains active when the system
is restarted. this allows for a license file to remain active even after an initial firmware upgrade. once
a license is canceled on the csr1000v, the license file remains active and may be reinstalled. cisco
oneview support addresses the above limitations by offering fully automatic license deployment
through the simple license deployment (sld) license agent. while cisco oneview offers many benefits
when deploying license agents to manage licenses on hundreds of virtual machines, it also provides
the opportunity to create a license agent on a per-host basis, on an esxi host basis, on a hardware-
based basis, or on a per-vlan basis. 5. the license file will be loaded into memory at system start, if
license agent creation is success.otherwise, the license file will be loaded by licenses, if license agent
creation is failed.the auto license creation feature is disabled if a license agent has not been created
on the current system. i have a license for the full version of nsx-t. at this moment i am on version
2.5.1 and have no access to the full nsx-t upgrade bundle 3.0. what will happen when i use the nsx-t
limited export upgrade bundle 3.0 to upgrade from 2.1 and assign my own license to it will this
disclose then all the features of nsx-t 3.0 according the license i know there is no upgrade path from
the nsx-t limited export version to the full version of nsx-t, but is the reverse situation also true
unlike esxi and vcenter, which are automatically running in a fully-featured 60-day evaluation mode
after installation, nsx-t requires a license. the non-expiring license which is active by default is called
nsx for vshield endpoint and has a limited feature set.
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cisco has a unique way to avoid annual software license renewals to support a perpetual license
model. the cisco csrv platform is powered by the same licensed software as the base platforms, and
so no annual license fees are required. in addition, no hardware licenses are required to use cisco

csrv devices. a one-time purchase of software licenses is all that is required for each csrv device. this
is a very powerful and flexible approach that avoids the risks associated with yearly renewals of

software licenses. once the license has been purchased, the software licensing key can be found in
two places on cisco csr1000v. the first is called “license key status.” this is the same as the key

location on csr1000v. the second location is the network security information index (nsii). the nsii
has two different kinds of keys, an active key and an inactive key. active nsii keys are unlocked

when the device is running in controller execution mode. these keys are used to remove the
software licenses from the csr1000v. active nsii keys are only usable within the controller execution
mode and cannot be used for software licensing as they only unlock the inactive nsii keys. active nsii

keys are required if the csr1000v is deployed in the controller execution mode. active nsii keys
cannot be used if the csr1000v is deployed in packet forwarding mode. the nsii keys can be read-

only as the csr1000v is locked to read only mode, or can be read-write as the csr1000v is unlocked
for read-write mode. an nsii read-only key can be generated by restoring the device. licensing is a

method to control and manage how your products are used across the network. cisco csr1000v
license includes the following: licenses for devices and administrators can register their devices

through cisco smart software management and with their smart account the licenses can be
assigned to a device or a group of devices useful for the following csr1000v scenarios: in controller
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